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By Carolyn Haines

Kensington Publishing Corporation, United States, 2007. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Wickedly witty and full of more dirt than a debutante s diary,
the mysteries of Carolyn Haines bring the southern Delta to roaring, rollicking life. . . Intrepid P.I.
Sarah Booth Delaney has been known to single-handedly save her family s Mississippi plantation,
converse with Dahlia House s ghost, and capture a killer or two. But when a local girl is found dead
in a cotton field, it s enough to make a lady toss back a Bloody Mary before noon on Sunday.
Someone held twenty-three-year-old Quentin McGee s face down in the rich Southern soil until she
suffocated. The lawmen think Quentin s lover killed her. When the suspect s brother hires Sarah to
prove his sibling innocent, Sarah quickly learns that the victim had plenty of wealthy, powerful
enemies. Each had a bone to pick with Quentin for writing a scandalous expose on her hometown.
Adding spice to the gumbo is the news that Quentin was due to inherit the family fortune the day
after she was killed. . .and that a second book was in the works. From illicit lovers and...
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This book is definitely worth acquiring. Yes, it is enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. Its been written in an remarkably basic way and is
particularly simply soon after i finished reading through this pdf where actually changed me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Mur r a y Ma r qua r dt-- Mur r a y Ma r qua r dt

The best publication i ever study. It is really basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of your publication. Your lifestyle period is going to be
enhance as soon as you total reading this article publication.
-- Ashton K a ssulke-- Ashton K a ssulke
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